4 APPEARANCE
DELAMARE ROAD
A balanced elevation

1

Lobby Hierarchy

Particular attention has been given to the design of
Delamare Road due to its visibility and parameter scale.
The massing has been adjusted with a few key moves that
work within the parameters, improve the legibility, quality
and responsiveness of Phase 1B. In addition to the simple
concept of increasing heights towards Delamare Road, we
have introduced a stepped approach growing towards the
southeast corner of the building. This creates a diagonal
conversation with Phase 1A’s opposite corner across
Delamare Road.
Base, middle and top have been carefully designed at
macro and micro level, creating an array of small and big
moves, such as the subdivision into three ‘buildings’ and the
variation of the balcony appearances.
A finer subdivision animates the elevation of the “subblocks”, with vertical or horizontal variations in brick tones
and pattern.
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Articulating the Skyline

max height

• Double height lobby on most Prominent
corner
• Larger lobby towards West Park

• Wider lobby opens to larger space on
The Garden (Pocket Space)

3

Vertical Subdivision

• Townscape
• Animated Skyline
• Directionality

4

Articulating the Base Zone

n Diagram

ilt Form and Landscape

s the tallest and most significant buildings along
are balanced by generous urban spaces and
ght parameters have been set generally5 at G+6
1
away either side. The north south axis of the
4
gered footprint provide good orientation and 2
.

re Road is improved by providing dedicated
arriageway and pedestrian routes that are within

3

5

4

Townscape Strategy
The masterplan strategy began with the
objective of transforming the townscape of
Delamare Road and introducing a new street
and Station Square in the local centre off
Windmill Lane.

1.

Where Cheshunt Lakeside adjoins the existing
neighbourhoods in Windmill Lane and Cadmore
Lane the new buildings come down to meet the
• Introducing Rhythm on
existing scale.

1.

2

ageway
treet Short Term Parking
oad Cycle Route
ed Pedestrian . Cycle Route
ar Open Spaces
dential Entrances

Delamare Road

• Vertical
The masterplan
layout andGrain
the public realm
strategy offer many opportunities for the
•
Multi-buildings
effect
landscape design and architecture of the new
village to create an interesting townscape with
a strong sense of place that is legible and
distinctive.

5

tion through Delamare Road

5

Grouping

As shown on the plan all views out to the east
or west along the side streets can terminate in
a green landscape in contrast with the views
toward Delamare Road which have an urban
termination.

pe and Built Form

•
•
•
•

• Syncopation of Volumes
• Different Planes
• Shadows and Light

Single Storey datum
Creation of a ‘Piano Nobile’
Breaking down scale of the building
Adapting to specific conditions

•
•
•
•

Human-scale
Residential Units
Climbing Plants
Cycle storage

6

Balcony Strategy

APPEARANCE

The layout provides cues for buildings to aid
legibility and way-finding.

Soft Landscape
Varies

50

Rainwater
Garden
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Parking
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Diagrams from the Design Code
CHESHUNT LAKESIDE

Soft Landscape
Varies

• Triptych
• Articulation of every building
• Materiality
Landscape Vista End
Built Form Vista End
Focal Point

• Character
• Dynamism
• Privacy

MAKOWER ARCHITECTS

• Usable Amenity

PARCEL 2 - Design & Access Statement

Different balcony on top floor helps layering
the facade
Vertical recesses create groove of shadows

Break in skyline create a “U” shaped
elevation
Set back wall

Top zone

Inset balconies

APPEARANCE

Inset balconies

Double height lobby on prime corner

Inset balconies facing South

Car park is hidden behind vegetation

Brick balcony at base zone

Management Office near Lobby

Corner lobby

Perspective Elevation on Delamare Road: the subdivision in three parts breaks down the massing and gives a more responsive character the elevations
CHESHUNT LAKESIDE
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4 APPEARANCE
WEST PARK
Welcome

1

Lobby Hierarchy

The stepped massing and the opening of the courtyard are
key features of this elevation. It creates an inviting gesture
to the visitor and residents of West Park and Delamare
Road. This southeast corner will also be visible from the
future Local Centre.

2

Articulating the Skyline

max height

Whilst the Core D corner will have a light and Design
elegantStatement Part One
Masterplan
brick colour, the southwest block will have a red
brick Parameter Plans
colour, creating a successful contrast with the green of the
West Hill.

stern Edge

The buildings
strative Masterplan

• Double height lobby on most Prominent • Stepped Building: lower to West
between the twoParameter
main corners
Plan will have a
corner
Neighbourhood and higher to
striped façade consisting of the red and light grey brick of
• Larger lobby towards West Park
Delamare road
the two corners (see the materiality paragraphs for more
Design Statement Part One
information).
Masterplan Parameter Plans

3

Vertical Subdivision
Function Diagram

ern Edge

Western Park

25m

ative Masterplan

• Introducing Gap open to Courtyard
• Vertical & Horizontal grain
• Multi-buildings effect

• Syncopation of Volumes
• Shadows and Light

4

Articulating the Base Zone

7
Masterplan
Built Form and Landscape
Parameter Plan

30m

The masterplan offers a very distinctive relationship between the park
that adjoin it.

4
11 and the
buildings
11

This is an opportunity to create an architecture that makes the most of
this setting and the interplay between the architecture of the building
6
and the natural
setting. This can contrast with those parts of the urban
village that have a street typology.

4
9

11

10

9

Illustrative Images
25m

It may be that there us an opportunity for these buildings to be designed
as a larger composition which is continued throughout the block. There
is the opportunity here to express the idea of an apartment or mansion
house block in a landscape setting.

6
5
Masterplan
Built Form and
Landscape

30m

12

11
The masterplan offers a very
distinctive relationship between the park
and the buildings that adjoin it.

• Raised Ground Floor
• Residential Ground Frontage
• Breaking down scale of the building

10

9

This is an opportunity to create an architecture that makes the most of
12 interplay between the architecture of the building
this setting and
the
4
and the natural setting. This can contrast with those parts of the urban
village that have a street typology.
3

It may be that there us an opportunity for these buildings to be designed
8
as a larger composition
which is 12
continued throughout
the block. There
2
is the opportunity here to express the idea of an apartment or mansion
house block in a landscape setting.

ustrative Images

5

Grouping

1

Public Realm Function
Type
Target
Movement Speed
(Limit)

Typical
Highway
Width

Pedestrians

Cyclists

Bus Movement

Parking

Verge

Traffic
Calming

Western
Park

N/A

Shared Cycle and Pedestrian
Pavement

Shared Cycle and
Pedestrian Pavement

N/A

N/A

Landscaped
Mounding

N/A

N/A

A
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• Townscape
• Animated Skyline
• Directionality

• Adapting to specific conditions
• Human-scale
• Cycle storage

• Horizontal to Vertical
• Corner accent addressing Main View

6

Balcony Strategy

20m

APPEARANCE

25m 30m

Play

lustrative masterplan has established the feasibility of the proposed
t in this area and the western edge of the development is fixed on
arameter plan to reflect it.

4

5

Play

6

25m 30m

Diagrams from the Design Code
4

5

8

ative masterplan
has Images
established the feasibility of the proposed
Precedent
this area and 56
the western edge of the development is fixed on
meter plan to reflect it.

52

20m

CHESHUNT LAKESIDE

9

6

9

7

55
7
• Triptych
• Articulation of every building
• Materiality

• Character
• Dynamism
• Privacy

• Usable Amenity

10
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Vertical groove breaking the mass
Inset balconies

APPEARANCE

Gap opening West Court to South

Inset balconies

Striped facade

Belvedere Terrace

Gated access to courtyard

West Hill
Residential lobby

Carpark integrated in landscape

Double height corner Lobby

Ramp’s wall used as air vent for podium

Perspective Elevation on West Park: the opening of the courtyard towards West Park conveys a feeling of continuity of the green space, while ensuring privacy and security to the residents
CHESHUNT LAKESIDE
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4 APPEARANCE
BROOK LINEAR PARK
Continuous/Linear

1

Lobby Hierarchy

The western elevation adopts a calmer and more
horizontal approach. The elevation is subdivided into
three parts maintaining the same brick colour across the
elevation and interrupted only by the grey brick of the
recesses. A subtle hierarchy has been introduced through
the variation of the parapet heights and use of brick
Design Statement Part One
colours.
Masterplan Parameter Plans

2

Articulating the Skyline

max height

By concealing the ground floor, the West Hill reduces the
perception of the number of storeys to only four.

stern Edge

With the
strative Masterplan

exception of the inset
corner Plan
balcony on the
Parameter
southwest, all the balconies create a thin metallic filigree
which enriches the elevation with vibrating soft shadows.

• Lobbies are on side façades
• Less urban Character
• More Natural Character

Design Statement Part One
Masterplan Parameter Plans

3

Vertical Subdivision
Function Diagram

ern Edge

Western Park

25m

ative Masterplan

• Vertical & Horizontal grain
• Subtle hierarchy of volumes
• Shadows and Light

• Car park

• Soft increase in height

4

Articulating the Base Zone

7
Masterplan
Built Form and Landscape
Parameter Plan

30m

The masterplan offers a very distinctive relationship between the park
that adjoin it.

4
11 and the
buildings
11

This is an opportunity to create an architecture that makes the most of
this setting and the interplay between the architecture of the building
6
and the natural
setting. This can contrast with those parts of the urban
village that have a street typology.

4
9

11

10

9

Illustrative Images
25m

It may be that there us an opportunity for these buildings to be designed
as a larger composition which is continued throughout the block. There
is the opportunity here to express the idea of an apartment or mansion
house block in a landscape setting.

6
5
Masterplan
Built Form and
Landscape

30m

12

11
The masterplan offers a very
distinctive relationship between the park
and the buildings that adjoin it.

•
•
•
•

10

9

This is an opportunity to create an architecture that makes the most of
12 interplay between the architecture of the building
this setting and
the
4
and the natural setting. This can contrast with those parts of the urban
village that have a street typology.
3

It may be that there us an opportunity for these buildings to be designed
8
as a larger composition
which is 12
continued throughout
the block. There
2
is the opportunity here to express the idea of an apartment or mansion
house block in a landscape setting.

ustrative Images

Ground Floor hidden by the Hill
Residential Ground Frontage
Breaking down scale of the building
Adapting to specific conditions

• Human-scale

5

Grouping

1

Public Realm Function
Type
Target
Movement Speed
(Limit)

Typical
Highway
Width

Pedestrians

Cyclists

Bus Movement

Parking

Verge

Traffic
Calming

Western
Park

N/A

Shared Cycle and Pedestrian
Pavement

Shared Cycle and
Pedestrian Pavement

N/A

N/A

Landscaped
Mounding

N/A

N/A

A
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• Townscape
• Directionality
• Gound Zone increasingly visible

towards Neighbourhood Street and
hidden towards the Park

6

Balcony Strategy

20m

APPEARANCE

25m 30m

Play

lustrative masterplan has established the feasibility of the proposed
t in this area and the western edge of the development is fixed on
arameter plan to reflect it.

4

5

Play

6

25m 30m

55
• Single
and7 Multiple
• Materiality

• Corner inset balconies open towards
West Park
• Character

Diagrams from the Design Code
4

5

8

ative masterplan
has Images
established the feasibility of the proposed
Precedent
this area and 56
the western edge of the development is fixed on
meter plan to reflect it.
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20m

CHESHUNT LAKESIDE

9

6

9

7

• Dynamism
• Privacy

10
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APPEARANCE

Clear metal balconies

Vertical recesses create groove of shadows

Canopy completing the corner

Recessed facade breaking masses

Inset balconies
Terrace at first floor

West Hill

Brook Linear Park

Perspective Elevation on Brook Linear Park: the colours well integrate with the landscape and offer a gentle and pleasant view from the existing neighbourhood on the other side of the brook
CHESHUNT LAKESIDE
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4 APPEARANCE

Design Statement Part Two
Urban Village: Street

NEIGHBOURHOOD STREET
Dynamic

1

Lobby Hierarchy

The façade has been split in two along the middle axis
esign Brief

then articulated at the base zone connecting
Entrancesthe corners
and creating an L-shaped elevation. Each end elevation
references the brick colour of the adjacent
elevation
Design
Statement Part Two
Urban
Village: Street
around the corner.

2

Articulating the Skyline

Residential Street

1.

1.

max height

1.

This elevation benefits from two lobbies, the corner one
for Core C and the frontal one for Core B and also of two
accesses for the podium. The base zone is articulated with
hit & miss pattern.
1.

1.

Entrances

ese are the main residential streets of the urban village and should
designed as such. They are fronted by the apartment buildings
d provide the1.arrival and departure routes for residents and visitors.
1.
ey need to be high quality
active and well designed streets.

cal Residents Vehicular Access

1.
1.

• Lobby facing Delamare Road and the
Garden
Neighbourhood Streets must include entrances to apartment buildings on
both sides of the street to create an active •ground
floor and
a sense lower
of
Stepped
Building:
towards West
ownership over the street.

1.

1.

al streets of the urban village and should
1.
are fronted by the apartment buildings 1.
eparture routes for residents and visitors.
active and well designed streets.

Access

Visitor Parking

Residential entrances should be clearly visible within the streetscene.
This should be achieved with highlighted entrance locations, using
double height entrance spaces and the variation of material.

Visitor parking is provided within the street and should be integrated into
the design so as to help to reduce traffic speeds.

assing

Daylight Sunlight
1.

Dela

lam
De

APPEARANCE

are

Ro

Daylight Sunlight

Green Route

Balcony Strategy

6

Neighbourhood Streets have a minimum width of 20m to enable
daylight penetration into the spaces and street frontages.
1.

21

1.

Change in material and Height

20m Min

20m Min

Diagrams from the Design Code
22

mare Road toward the edges of the

56

• Volumes lowering down towards the
natural area of West Park

Visitor parking is provided within the street and should be integrated into
the design so as to help to reduce traffic speeds.

Lower

Lower

5

Grouping

• Stepping Volumes
• Townscape
• Animated Skyline

oute
Green R

ad

1.
1.

eight falls away from Delamare Road toward the edges of the
e. Taller

1.

• Car park access
• Cycle storage

Green Route

ad

Lower

Illustrative
Townscape
Built Form
1.
eighbourhood
Streets
will beand
residents
1.
n the blocks and visitors.Taller
This means Lower
that
low and the spaces pedestrian friendly.
need to be well designed and secure.

ler

• Clear central subdivision
• Enhanced corners with their two
different characters

1.

1.

1.

mar
e Ro

1.

Green Route

Delamare Road

e main vehicles using Neighbourhood Streets will be residents
cessing their parking within the blocks and visitors. This means that
1.
sign speeds
can be
very low and the spaces pedestrian friendly.
1.
ar parking entrance portals need to be well designed and secure.

Taller

4

Articulating the Base Zone

The masterplan sets out these streets with a 20m building to building
width providing sufficient distance to allow sunlight and daylight to
1.
penetrate the space.
1.

There is a gradual reduction in height away from Delamare Road
towards the Green Route and it is anticipated that this will be reflected
in the architecture of these buildings from a grand boulevard to intimate
pedestrian
routes.
This stepping
down providesbuildings
an opportunity
Neighbourhood Streets must
include
entrances
to apartment
on for the
1.
to be broken
into floor
smaller
vertical
elements
both sides of the street perimeter
to createblocks
an active
ground
and
a sense
of to read
1.
as a series of amalgamated buildings. Wherever possible this should
ownership over the street.
express the underlying layout of the blocks so that entrances are
identifiable as belonging to the apartments they serve.

1.

3

Vertical Subdivision

Masterplan Built Form and Landscape
1.

• Townscape
• Animated Skyline
• Directionality

1.

1.

1.

1.

Park and Neighbourhood Street,
higher towards Delamare Road
• Car park entrances

1.

Visitor Parking

.

1.

CHESHUNT LAKESIDE

• Single and Multiple
• Materiality
• Mirrored perception of the building

Neighbourhood Streets have a minimum width of 20m to enable
daylight penetration into the spaces and street frontages.
21

• Central axis

MAKOWER ARCHITECTS

• Character
• Dynamism
• Corner inset balconies towards the

more urban side
• Wide central balconies

PARCEL 2 - Design & Access Statement

APPEARANCE

Canopy completing the corner

L-shaped elevation

Recess in the facade breaks the massing

Solid/Clear metal balconies

Hit and Miss Pattern

Car access and air vent for podium

Inset Balconies on corner

Gardens on Delamare Road

Vertical recesses create groove of shadows

Vertical recess

Car access and air vent for podium

Residential Lobby

Perspective Elevation on Neighbourhood Street: the middle recessed part clearly enhances the two characters of Parcel 2 and the brick colours accompany the journey from Urban to more natural landscape
CHESHUNT LAKESIDE
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PARCEL 2 - Design & Access Statement
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4 APPEARANCE
LOBBY DESIGN
Delamare Road (Core D)
Sitting on the most prominent corner of the block, the
residential lobby for Core D welcomes people arriving
from Delamare Road and from West Park. Its presence is
emphasized by the step-up in the base zone which follows
the double height space behind.
The cycle store and bin store are readily accessible and
conveniently positioned next to the Lobby.

APPEARANCE

The route to the Lift is simple, direct, establishing a clear
orientation and directionality.

58

Illustrative view of the approach from Delamare Road, with the crescendo of volumes toward the corner
CHESHUNT LAKESIDE

Bay-Study
MAKOWER ARCHITECTS

PARCEL 2 - Design & Access Statement

“Quality design plays a critical role in driving and sustaining
to nurture and inspire businesses to thrive and prosper.”

The single storey lobby faces the Cohen Gardens and
benefits from the widest stretch of garden space between
the building and Delamare Road.
Its corner location makes it visible from Delamare Road
and Neighbourhood Street. The glass line is recessed
creating a covered entrance. The concrete column gives
a lighter appearance juxtaposed against the lobby glass
whilst at the same time grounding the mass of the upper
floors.

APPEARANCE

economic growth by providing the buildings and spaces needed

Delamare Road (Core C)

The cycle stores and bin store are readily accessible and
conveniently positioned next to the Lobby.

Illustrative view of the approach from Delamare Road, and through the Cohen Gardens
CHESHUNT LAKESIDE

Bay-Study
MAKOWER ARCHITECTS
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4 APPEARANCE
LOBBY DESIGN
NEIGHBOURHOOD STREET (Core B)
The lobby opens directly to the pavement which faces
the shared surface on Neighbourhood Street. The brick
balcony at the first floor creates an attractive entrance
canopy visible from Delamare Road and from the Brook
Linear Park.
A different brick treatment at the lobby signifies the
entrance creating a unique sense of address and giving it
visibility.
The lobby design integrates one of the doors for the
technical store, giving the appearance of a larger lobby.

APPEARANCE

The route to the Lift is simple and direct.

60

Illustrative view of the lobby along Neighbourhood Street
CHESHUNT LAKESIDE

Bay-Study
MAKOWER ARCHITECTS

PARCEL 2 - Design & Access Statement

“Residential entrances should be clearly visible within
the streetscene. This should be achieved with highlighted

The lobby follows the line of the West Hill from which it
adopts the green colour.

entrance locations, using double height entrance spaces and

To reinforce its landscape character, the architecture
of the lobby is sculpturally connected to the stair which
connects the park level to the podium level.

the variation of material.”

The brick portal creates protection from the weather and
a welcoming design for residents and visitors. A straight
and simple corridor connects to the lifts.

APPEARANCE

WEST PARK (Core A)

The lobby entry is flanked by stairs on one side and the
metal wall of the ramp on the other side (wall used for
naturally ventilating the car park).
Bin and cycle storages are conveniently located and easily
accessible from the lobby.

Illustrative view of the approach from Delamare Road, and through the Gardens
CHESHUNT LAKESIDE

Bay-Study
MAKOWER ARCHITECTS
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4 APPEARANCE
BALCONY STRATEGY
Private Amenity

Solid Brick

Every unit has access to a private external amenity,
meeting or exceeding the required sizes.

The “Solid brick” type is limited to the inset balconies and
the balcony on top of the residential Lobbies. The solid
brick type strengthens the base zone and allows increased
privacy to the residents facing the most exposed areas of
the building.

There are three balcony types based on their appearance:
solid brick, solid metal and clear in appearance.
In general most of the metalwork of the balconies
follow the colour of the window frame. There are a few
exceptions to this rule where a contrast effect was more
desirable.

The parapet is brick and is read as an extension of the
building volume. Some of these balconies present a hit &
miss brick pattern.

The following pages illustrate the three types with their
concept and main features.
Reference for the solid brick parapet

13
SOLID BRICK
BALCONIES

Core B

Coping
Light-grey metal

Core C

Core A

Core D

APPEARANCE

Soffitt
Rendered soffitt

62

Clear
Solid Metal

Groove
Recessed brick

Solid Brick

Parapet
Brick face with
Hit and Miss pattern

Diagram showing the type and distribution of balconies
CHESHUNT LAKESIDE
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Clear

The solid metal balconies negotiate the space between the
solid and clear balconies and are utilized when the reading
of the balcony box is desired but not as an extension of
the building volume. This type is used to add variation and
interest to the base zone.

The clear type balcony is a robust metal balcony with
flat bar rails. The role of the metal balcony is to create a
neutral background from which the other two balcony
types, solid and metal box, can be juxtaposed.
The clear type is also used in special locations in order to
achieve a desired effect of lightness and soft drop shadows
to the facade.

The metal surface is made with a standard perforation
panel creating a permeability to air and light. The standard
pattern based on perforations will allow to create a unique
and distinctive appearance of Parcel 14 enhancing the
sense of connection to the area for the residents.

The use of different colours is also key, a way to either
match its appearance with the brick facade or to contrast
it.
Reference for the metal box parapet

32

APPEARANCE

Solid metal

Reference for the clear parapet

135

SOLID METAL
BALCONIES

CLEAR
BALCONIES

Handrail
Flat metal
Handrail
Flat metal

Metal parapet
with possible perforations

Soffitt
metal

CHESHUNT LAKESIDE

Soffitt
white metal
with free drainage

MAKOWER ARCHITECTS

Fascia
Metal

PARCEL 2 - Design & Access Statement
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Illustrative view of Phase 1B as approached from the West Park. The gap in the facade pushes the green of the park deep inside the courtyard for both benefit
of people and nature..

